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For its Reply to the Brief of Respondent City of Fairmont ("Response Brief'), filed by 

the City ofFairmont ("City"), Blue Ridge Bank ("Blue Ridge") states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

The City's position in its' Response Brief is disingenuous at best. The City never thought 

Blue Ridge was a lessor by assignment/delegation at the inception or during performance of the Non

Escrow Lease. The facts of this case involve what the parties actually did, in comparison to the 

documents. The Circuit Court had substantial undisputed evidence before it showing what the 

parties actually intended, believed and did in performance of the underlying transaction. Yet, the 

Circuit Court chose to ignore all of that evidence and focus exclusively on a document that no one 

performed in the manner interpreted by both the City and the Circuit Court. It is undisputed that Blue 

Ridge merely acted as financier for this transaction and it should not now have to solely bear the loss 

for Comvest's embezzlement offunds. 

That evidence, which is substantial and undisputed, is critical to a thorough analysis of this 

appeal and demonstrates the Circuit Court's error in refusing to consider such evidence. Moreover, 

the extrinsic evidence informs the legal conclusions to be applied in the case of assignment versus 

delegation; in terms of agency law; and, who was in the position to prevent the loss. As set forth 

below, the City's Response Brief offers no meaningful substantive arguments other than to 

continuously repeat the tenn assignment and applaud the Circuit Court's exclusion of extrinsic 

evidence. At the end of the day, the City knowingly chose to enter into a non-escrow transaction 

where it knew the funds would not be protected. Blue Ridge did everything it was required and 

expected to do, and this Court should reverse the Circuit Court's Summary Judgment Order. 



ARGUMENT 


A. 	 The Circuit Court Improperly Excluded Substantial Undisputed Extrinsic Evidence Of 
What The Parties Actually Did. 

No party to the underlying transaction intended Blue Ridge to be anything more than 

financier and no one, especially not the City, ever looked to Blue Ridge for performance of any legal 

duties under the Non-Escrow Lease. The Circuit Court refused to consider any evidence ofwhat the 

parties actually said and did. Specifically, the Circuit Court refused to consider the following in 

deciding to exclude extrinsic evidence and in finding Comvest's continuing role in the lease 

transaction irrelevant: 

1. Testimony from the City Finance Director establishes that the City did not look to 

Blue Ridge as the lessor: 

24 Q I'm just asking if you're aware of a specific 
25 covenant or requirement that the bank was obligated to do 

---[ P 73]--
1 something after it provided financing. 

2 A I wasn't aware ofanything. 


Layman Deposition JA 883-884. 

2. 	 The City Finance Director :further testified that Blue Ridge did nothing improper 

under the Non-Escrow Lease: 

4 Q In your position as Finance Director, is there 

5 anything in the history of this particular transaction or in 

6 the documents that formed this transaction that you could look 

7 to to say Page Valley Bank didn't do this correctly? 

8 A No, I wouldn't know of anything. 

9 Q Okay, so to your knowledge, there's nothing that the 

10 bank did improperly or incorrectly in this transaction? 

11 A No. 


Layman Deposition JA 888. 

3. 	 This was further confirmed by the City Manager, John Rogers: 


20 Q Can you identify anything that you perceived that 
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21 the bank did improperly or incorrectly in the underlying 

22 transaction? 

23 A. No. 


Rogers Deposition, JA 949. 

4. Comvest's representative confmned that Blue Ridge owed no Lessor duties: 

14 Q So in each instance that you're aware of, Comvest 
15 was procuring the equipment under the lease? 
16 A Yes. 
17 Q So even though the lease term said Lessor provides 
18 or procures the equipment, in your practice, that was always 
19 performed by Comvest, even post-assignment? 
20 A Yes. 
21 Q So is it fair to say that the obligation to procure 
22 equipment, in practice, is not a Lessor obligation that went 
23 to the bank? 
24 A No, correct. 
25 Q I'm sorry, let's do that again. Is it fair to say 
---[ P 94]--
1 that the obligation to procure equipment -
2 A Is not the bank's responsibility. 


Jeffery Smell Deposition, JA 978-979. 

5. The City, upon learning of Comvest's embezzlement of the City's funds, 

demanded Comvest to pay over $512,500.00 "or otherwise provide reasonable assurances that 

Comvest, Ltd., Inc. has the financial means to and will honor its obligations under the Lease." 

Sansalone Letter, JA 968 (emphasis supplied). This important for two reasons: (i) this letter was 

sent to Comvest, not Blue Ridge, and (ii) it demands money from Comvest! If the City truly 

believed Blue Ridge was the lessor and that it was to perform the Lessor's obligations, any such 

notion is wholly contradicted by this letter. 

6. The City's Second Amended Complaint very clearly asserts that Comvest owed 

the City a duty with respect to the City's money Comvest was holding - not a duty to perform 
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lease obligations or provide equipment: "Comvest owed the City and the public a fiduciary duty 

and a duty oftmst with regard to the proceeds from the Lease-Purchase Agreement." JA 245, ~52. 

7. The City's Second Amended Complaint also states "[t]he misapplication of the 

money or property ofthe City in possession ofComvest was a breach ofsaid fiduciary duty and duty 

oftrust." JA 245, ~54. 

In the face of all of this evidence regarding (i) Comvest's continuing role, (ii) Comvest's 

possession of the City's money and duties as to that money, and (iii) the parties' unanimous views 

that Blue Ridge had no post-financing perfonnance obligations, the Circuit Court detennined that 

Comvest's continuing role in the transaction and extrinsic evidence was irrelevant. 

Looking only to the documents highlights the incongruence between the documentation 

and the reality of the parties' conduct. There is simply no document that describes what 

Comvest's role or duties are with respect to the City's funds after Blue Ridge pays the purchase 

price set forth in the Assignment. This is a colossal ambiguity and the facts and circumstances of 

the partiesJactual conduct compels a Court to review extrinsic evidence in this case. "[W]here the 

meaning is uncertain and ambiguous, parol evidence is admissible to show the situation of the 

parties, the surrounding circumstances when the writing was made, and the practical construction 

given to the contract by the parties themselves either contemporaneously or subsequently." Lee 

Enters. v. Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., 172 W. Va. 63, 66, 303 S.E.2d 702, 705 (1983) 

(citing Watson v. Buckhannon River Coal Co., 95 W. Va. 164, 120 S.E. 390 (1923». 

Additionally, extrinsic evidence is also admissible to a latent ambiguity. Zimmerer v. 

Romano, 223 W. Va. 769, 779, 679 S.E.2d 601, 611, (2009) ("Proper parol evidence is 

admissible to explain a latent ambiguity in a written contract, and a latent ambiguity is one which 

arises not upon the words of the instrument, as looked at in themselves, but upon those words 
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when applied to the object sought to be accomplished by the contract or the subject which they 

describe. "). 

To enable the court to construe a deed or other writing, ambiguous on its face, it is 
always permissible to prove the situation of the parties, the circumstances 
surrounding them when the contract was entered into and their subsequent 
conduct giving it a practical construction, but not their verbal declarations. But, if 
a latent ambiguity is disclosed by such evidence, such for instance as that the 
tenns of the writing are equally applicable to two or more objects, when only a 
certain one of them was meant, then prior and contemporaneous transactions and 
collocutions of the parties are admissible, for the purpose of identifying the 
particular object intended. 

Id. (citing Snider v. Robinett, 78 W. Va. 88, 88 S.E. 599 (1916». Blue Ridge asserts that the 

Non-Escrow Lease is ambiguous on its face as to (i) the continuing role of Comvest holding the 

City's funds after Blue Ridge provided the financing, and (ii) Comvest being the party to process 

payment requests IF, as the City suggests, Blue Ridge became the Lessor. There is no question 

that, had Comvest not embezzled roughly $500,000 of the City's money, the City would never 

have asserted that Blue Ridge became the Lessor. Thus, in the aftennath of Comvest's 

embezzlement, the differing interpretations of the same language on what was 

assignable/assigned gives rise to a latent ambiguity. 

Finally, it is also settled that conduct of the parties may modify the tenns of a written 

instrument: "It is true, as plaintiffs contend, that a written contract in some situations may be 

modified by the conduct of the parties or by a subsequent parol contract. ... In a case of such 

modification of a prior written contract, the new contract will be held to depart from the first to 

the extent only that its tenns are inconsistent therewith." Wyckoffv. Painter, 145 W. Va. 310, at 

315-316, 115 S.E.2d 80, 84-85 (1960). Here again, the City's subsequent conduct is contrary to 

the City's current argument and supports Blue Ridge's argument that the Non-Escrow Lease may 

not be interpreted as the City suggests. 
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Ironically, the City argues on one hand that extrinsic evidence should not be reviewed 

and yet, in its Response Brief, cites to no less than 7 pieces of extrinsic evidence in support of 

upholding the Circuit Court's Summary Judgment Order: 

Public Service Commission Decision, Response Brief, p. 2 

Opinion ofProbable Costs, ld. p. 5 

Loan presentation memo, ld. p. 5 

Acknowledgement ofNon-Waiver, ld. p. 8 

Payment Request/Acceptance Certificate, ld. p 9, Footnote 3 

Email from Jeff Smell, ld. p.12 

Bankruptcy proof ofClaim, ld. p. 13. 

The City should not ask this Court to review extrinsic evidence in order to uphold the Summary 

Judgment Order when that Order was founded on a refusal to review extrinsic evidence. 

At the end of the day, the City wants this Court to believe that Blue Ridge took on lessor 

equipment obligations under the Non-Escrow Lease and yet concedes that Comvest remained the 

City's contact party under the Non-Escrow Lease transaction. Response Brief at p. 5. The 

documents themselves expressly required (i) Blue Ridge to provide all financing to Comvest, and 

(ii) the City to make payment requests to Comvest. There is not one sentence in the Non-Escrow 

Lease that describes Comvest's continuing presence or role in the transaction as the "keeper" of 

the City's funds. This is a textbook ambiguity and it was error for the Circuit Court to exclude 

extrinsic evidence and to find Comvest's continuing presence irrelevant, particularly in the face of a 

mountain of evidence, including testimony and correspondence from the City, treating Comvest as 

the party owing the City perfOImance and/or money. 

B. The Parties' Actions Prove That Blue Ridge Took No Delegation of Lessor Duties. 

The City's Response Brief fails to offer any meaningful response to the distinction 

between assignment and delegation as set forth in Blue Ridge's original Brief filed with this 
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Court. The City continues to repeat the phrase assignment because close analysis of the 

delegation doctrine, coupled with extrinsic evidence, reveals the error in the Circuit Court's 

Summary Judgment Order. 

First, every piece of extrinsic evidence cited above is highly relevant to the question of 

whether the City believed/intended Blue Ridge to become the Lessor. Both the City Manager 

and City Finance Director testified that Blue Ridge did nothing wrong and owed no duty beyond 

financing the transaction. Layman Deposition JA 883-884, 888; Rogers Deposition, JA 949; 

Jeffery Smell Deposition, JA 978-979. The City's correspondence and Second Amended 

Complaint further confirm that the City was not looking for lease performance from Blue Ridge. 

Sansalone Letter, JA 968; JA 245, ~52, ~54. 

The City's own stance on Comvest retaining lease performance obligations should have 

resolved the matter below. The City is now attempting, years after the embezzlement, to try to 

retrofit an argument into place that is wholly contrary to the City's own conduct. As a result, 

Blue Ridge is now attempting to convince this Court to reject a legal doctrine that the City didn't 

even believe applied in the first place. Blue Ridge's original Brief addresses the distinction 

between an assignment and a delegation. Blue Ridge Brief, pp. 18-24. 

As set forth in Comment C of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts, § 316, "A person 

subject to a duty (the obligor) does not ordinarily have such a power to substitute another in his 

place without the consent of the obligee; this is what is meant when it is. said that duties cannot 

be assigned." Id. The Non-Escrow Lease itself employs language that contemplates the 

assignment of the right to payment (and collateral interest): 

Section 11.1 Assignment by Lessor: This Agreement, Lessor's interest 
in the Equipment and the right of Lessor to receive payments hereunder, 
may be assigned and reassigned in whole or in party to one or more assignees 
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or subassignees by Lessor at any time without obtaining the consent of 
Lessee. 

JA 901 (emphasis supplied). Additionally, Section 5.2 of the Non-Escrow Lease - Rental 

Payments, states: "All rental payments shall be paid to Lessor at its offices at the address 

specified on the signature page hereof, or to such other person(s) or entity(ies) to which Lessor 

has assigned such Rental Payments . ..." JA 896. (emphasis supplied). There is no doubt, 

consistent with this language, Blue Ridge financed the transaction intending to take an 

assignment of the "Rental Payments." The City admonishes Blue Ridge for stating that it only 

took an assignment of the payment stream but this language clearly supports that position. It 

defies all reason that a bank could fully fund a non-escrow lease transaction to the lessor and 

simultaneously owe performance of all lessor duties and obligations. 

There is simply no credible evidence that Blue Ridge agreed to take on a delegation of 

lessor duties and obligation. Restatement (Second) of Contracts, § 328 (also discussed in the 

Blue Ridge Brief at pp. 19-23), also highlights the need to review extrinsic evidence: 

Section 328 Interpretation ofWords ofAssignment; Effect ofAcceptance ofAssignment 

(1) 	Unless the language or the circumstances indicate the contrary, as in an 
assignment for security, an assignment of "the contract" or of "all my rights 
under the contract" or an assignment in similar general terms is an assignment 
of the assignor's rights and a delegation of his unperformed duties under the 
contract. 

[d. (emphasis supplied). Testimony from the City Finance Director that she knows of no further 

obligation of Blue Ridge Bank after financing would qualify as "unless the circumstances 

indicate the contrary." Similar testimony by the City Manager would qualify as well. Every 

piece of extrinsic evidence, as discussed above, shows that no one, not the City, not Comvest, 

not Blue Ridge, ever intended Blue Ridge to be a lessor. All of this evidence shouts 

circumstances that "indicate the contrary." ld. 
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The Non-Escrow Lease itself indicates that the right to payment may be assigned JA 896. 

The Non-Escrow Lease on its face requires the City to make payment requests directly to 

Comvest. Payment Request Form, JA 922. The notion that Blue Ridge took on a delegation of 

lease duties is unsupported. In fact, in order to advance this argument, the City has to completely 

ignore everything the City said in deposition testimony, correspondence and pleadings to the 

contrary. The City's problem is that all actions, all recorded intentions, the entire narrative, was 

already created and was already completely contrary to the delegation argument well before the 

City attempted to retrofit the argument that Blue Ridge accepted the Lessor duties. 

The City's own representatives disagreed, under oath, with the assignment/delegation 

argument currently advanced by the City's counsel and as adopted by the Circuit Court. The 

evidence is not disputed. It was disregarded. The undisputed evidence supports Blue Ridge and 

the Circuit Court erred in finding that, by funding the purchase price under the Assignment, that 

Blue Ridge took on all of the lessor obligations under the Non-Escrow Lease. 

C. The City's Arguments Against The Statute of Frauds Fail. 

(1) 55-1-1(g) Actually Establishes Blue Ridge's Position 

The City's reference to W. Va. Code §55-1-1(g) is telling. Ironically, in order to make 

the point it is trying to make, the City has to argue that this was financing rather than Blue Ridge 

becoming a "lessor." To be clear, the City's entire argument depends upon the view, adopted 

well after the Comvest embezzlement of funds, that Blue Ridge became the "lessor" obligated to 

perform lessor duties and obligations under the lease. The "agreement" at issue that is subject to 

the statute of frauds is not the agreement to finance the transaction. Blue Ridge clearly agreed to 

that aspect. The "agreement' that lacks a signature is the asserted agreement to become the 

"Lessor" and take on duties to procure/provide equipment. Yet, Blue Ridge signed no document 
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agreeing to take on lessor obligations that necessarily lasted for multiple years, bringing the lease 

squarely within the provisions of the Statute ofFrauds. W. Va. Code 55-1-1(f). The City'S retort 

is to argue that W. Va. Code §55-1-1(g) solves this problem. It does not. 

First, W. Va. Code §55-1-1(g) expressly deals with "any offer, agreement, representation, 

assurance, understanding, commitment, or contract of a bank, savings and loan association, or 

credit union, to extend credit or to make a loan in excess of fifty thousand dollars ...." The 

exception states: "Provided, That this subsection shall not apply to any offer, agreement, 

representation, assurance, understanding, commitment or contract with a bank, savings and loan 

association or credit union in which a transaction has been completed as evidenced by a fund 

transfer." !d. Thus, the exception only applies to a loan or an extension of credit. The City 

cannot argue that this is a pure lease for most of its argument and then change its tune and call 

this a loan or an extension of credit or a loan for the sole purpose of attempting to avoid the lack 

of a writing signed by Blue Ridge. The exception in W. Va. Code §55-1-1(g) does not apply to 

an agreement to be bound to provide equipment and does not relieve the City from the need to 

have Blue Ridge's signature agreeing to such. 

(2) The City Also Cannot Argue "Full Performance" To Escape The Statute of Frauds 

The City's entire argument below and in this appeal is based upon the notion that Blue 

Ridge became obligated to perfonn Lessor obligations and failed to perfonn those obligations. 

However, for the limited purpose of the Statute of Frauds argument, the City completely flip

flops and says that because Blue Ridge claims it perfonned all it agreed to do under the 

assignment (i.e. provided all financing), the Statute of Frauds is satisfied through full 

perfonnance. The City cites to Smith v. Black, 100 W. Va. 433, 130 S.E. 657 (1925) for the 

proposition that full perfonnance will take a case out of the statute of frauds. Response Brief at 
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p. 17. Interestingly, Smith v. Black also states that "partial performance will not be sufficient to 

take a case out of the statute of frauds." Id. (emphasis supplied). 

It is not the obligation to finance the Non-Escrow Lease that the City is trying to thrust 

upon Blue Ridge. Everyone agrees that Blue Ridge intended to finance the transaction. The 

agreement that the City is trying to thrust upon Blue Ridge and which is within the statute of 

frauds is an agreement to perform lessor duties, duties which the City adamantly insists were 

unperformed. I The City cannot have it both ways. 

Regardless, because there is no writing signed by Blue Ridge agreeing to take on Lessor 

obligations to provide/procure equipment (an agreement within the Statute ofFrauds), the Circuit 

Court's Order erred in finding that Blue Ridge took on an assignment (delegation) of all rights 

duties and obligations under the Non-Escrow Lease as a matter oflaw. 

D. 	 If Blue Ridge Took An Assignment Of The Right To Payments Under The Lease, It 
Stands To Reason It Can Also Enforce The Lease Provisions Relating To Default 
On Payment. 

The City goes to lengths to cite to pleadings where Blue Ridge acknowledges it took an 

assignment from Comvest. Blue Ridge has always acknowledged that it took an assignment of 

the payments due under the Non-Escrow Lease (along with the corresponding security interest in 

the collateral). Indeed, Section 11.1 expressly states: 

Section 11.1 Assignment by Lessor: This Agreement, Lessor's interest 
in the Equipment and the right of Lessor to receive payments hereunder, 
may be assigned and reassigned in whole or in party to one or more assignees 
or sub assignees by Lessor at any time without obtaining the consent of 
Lessee. 

1 Indeed, argument 3 on Page 21 of the Response Brief is called: Blue Ridge Bank Is Subject To All 
Rights, Duties, And Obligations Under The Master Lease!Purchase Agreement And Has No Right To 
Demand Full performance From The City Unless And Until There Is Full Performance Of Lessor's 
Duties Under The Agreement. 
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JA 901 (emphasis supplied). Additionally, Section 5.2 of the Non-Escrow Lease - Rental 

Payments, states: "All rental payments shall be paid to Lessor at its offices at the address 

specified on the signature page hereof, or to such other person(s) or entity(ies) to which Lessor 

has assigned such Rental Payments . ..." JA 896. (emphasis supplied). Clearly, the language 

authorizes the assignment of rental payments to someone other than the Lessor without taking on 

lessor duties and obligations. 

As such, there is no inconsistency for Blue Ridge to invoke default provisions in the 

Non-Escrow Lease that relate directly to the assignment of the right that Blue Ridge agreed to 

take under the Non-Escrow Lease. Just because Blue Ridge disputes that it took on a delegation 

of affirmative Lessor equipment duties under the Non-Escrow Lease does not mean that Blue 

Ridge cannot invoke rights and remedies under the Non-Escrow Lease with respect to the 

assignment of rights that it did agree to take. 

E. The City's Own Actions Treated Comvest As An Agent 

The City's arguments in the Response Brief do not overcome the Circuit Court's error in 

finding that Comvest's continuing role in the transaction was irrelevant. Moreover, the Circuit 

Court's Summary Judgment Order makes the curious statement that the relationship between the 

City and Comvest was that ofDebtor/Creditor. JA 1271. One simple truth pierces through every 

facet of this case - nothing in the lease documents explains Comvest's role in holding the 

financing provided by Blue Ridge. 

Once again, review of the substantial and undisputed extrinsic evidence is highly relevant 

to the determination that Com vest was acting as an agent (non-escrow agent if you will) for the 

City. Indeed, the only way the Circuit Court could justify its decisions on assignment and 

agency was to refuse to look at the substantial evidence showing that the City treated Comvest as 
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a fiduciary holding the City's money, all without any documentation of such relationship. See 

Sansalone Letter, JA 968; JA 245, ~52, ~54. See also Payment Request Fonn seeking $512,500 

from Comvest (as opposed to lease perfonnance). JA 958 

The extrinsic evidence paints a clearer picture. 

First, the decision that drives the structure of the lease transaction is the decision to elect 

escrow versus non-escrow. JA 893. 

Second, it is undisputed that the City knew that regardless of the election of an escrow or 

non-escrow transaction, financing was provided to someone by a lender. For example, the 2003 

Escrow Lease was accompanied by an Escrow Agreement. 2003 Escrow Lease, JA 810-835, 

2003 Escrow Agreement 836-847. The funds in that transaction were provided to an escrow 

agent. Moreover, the City knew there was better protection of funds in an escrow transaction. 

Layman Depo JA 881? In contrast, a different 2003 Lease was a non-escrow lease. 2003 Non-

Escrow Lease, JA 849-870. The Assignment stamped "paid" that corresponds to that lease 

clearly shows that the purchase price was provided to Comvest. Assignment, JA 872-876, at 

873. Thus, the City knew that in an escrow transaction, the lender funds to the escrow agent. 

The City likewise knew, that in a non-escrow transaction, the lender funds to the non-escrow 

agent, Comvest. 

For ease ofreference, Blue Ridge restates the agency test under West Virginia law: 

25 Q And what's your understanding ofthe difference 
6 between an escrowed transaction and a non-escrowed 
7 transaction? 
8 A Just legal, with the trusting of the funds. 
9 Q Do you think that there's a better protection of 
10 funds in an escrow situation? 
11 A Yes. 

JA 881. 
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In assessing whether an agency relationship exists, we have traditionally held that 
"[ t ] here are four general factors which bear upon whether a master-servant 
relationship exists for purposes of the doctrine of respondeat superior: (1) 
Selection and engagement of the servant; (2) Payment of compensation; (3) 
Power of dismissal; and (4) Power of control. The first three factors are not 
essential to the existence of the relationship; the fourth, the power of control, is 
detenninative. " 

Timberline Four Seasons Resort Mgmt. Co. v. Her/an, 223 W. Va. 730, 735, 679 S.E.2d 329, 

334 (2009). 

(1) Selection and Engagement of Servant - No one disputes that the City selected 

Comvest (clearly, Blue Ridge did not seek out Comvest to find a municipality to finance). Under 

the express terms of the Non-Escrow Lease, Comvest was designated as the party to disburse 

funds at the City's request. Payment Request Form JA 922. 

(2) Payment of Compensation - Once again, no one disputes that the City paid 

Comvest an $11,000 fee. Layman Deposition, JA 882. 

(3) Power of Dismissal - Blue Ridge clearly had no power of dismissal after 

financing. The City claims it had no power of dismissal. This factor does nothing to prevent a 

finding that Comvest was holding the City's funds in an agency capacity. 

(4) Power of control - When the City knowing elected a non-escrow transaction, with 

full knowledge that the funds would be provided directly to Comvest, it created a fiduciary 

relationship as asserted in the Second Amended Complaint. The record is replete with evidence 

of the City's control over Comvest's actions with regard to the City's funds: 

(a) The City Finance Director confirmed that it 	was the City's decision to issue a 

payment request form to Comvest. Layman Deposition, JA 887 

(b) The testimony from Comvest's representative cited in Blue 	Ridge's original Brief 

bears repeating: 
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6 Q When those funds were received by Comvest and the 
7 Assignment was executed, do you think that Page Valley Bank 
8 could have issued you a payment disbursement request? 
9 A No. 
10 Q Do you think Page Valley Bank could have had any 
11 hand in directing what became of those funds after the money 
12 was provided under the Assignment? 
13 A No. 
14 Q So is it fair to say that Page Valley Bank had no 
15 further direction or control over Comvest's processing of 
16 payment after the Assignment? 
17 A They had no further control. 
18 Q Okay, who did have control over decisions to make 
19 use of those funds? 
20 A Comvest as the agent, and the City of Fairmont. 

Jeffery Smell Deposition, JA 975. 

(c) As established above, City correspondence and allegations in the Second Amended 

Complaint characterize Comvest as a fiduciary with respect to the City's funds. 

Sansalone Letter, JA 968; JA 245, ~52, ~54. 

(d) Finally, upon learning of Comvest's embezzlement of funds, the City sent a payment 

request form to Comvest asking it to pay $512,500 directly to the City. Payment 

Request Form, JA 958. 

Comvest became something when it received the funds. This is the crux of this case. 

The City does not want this Court to look beyond the four comers of the documents because 

looking at extrinsic evidence will highlight the fact that Comvest held the City's funds in a 

capacity that is defined nowhere in the documents or otherwise. 

It cannot be overemphasized, the City's actions in reacting to Comvest's embezzlement 

of funds were to seek the City's money - not lease performance. And, it only sought this from 

Comvest. Because the City selected a non-escrow transaction permitting all lease funds to be 
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placed in Comvest's hands as a non-escrow agent for the City, the City effectively received all 

funds and cannot complain about any failure of lease performance. 

F. 	 The City Actually Received All "Equipment" Due Under The Non-Escrow Lease 
and Lessor Owes No Duty To Install. 

The City argues that it owes no payments to Blue Ridge because the City did not receive 

full Lessor performance - from Comvest or Blue Ridge. However, this is an "Equipment" lease. 

The City cannot lease plans or designs or installation costs. As previously discussed herein and 

in Blue Ridge's original Brief, Blue Ridge maintains that it never took on Lessor equipment 

obligations. However, in looking at Lessor performance, it is important to understand what 

portion of the expenditures were capable ofbeing "leased." 

The tangible "Equipment" component of the Non-Escrow Lease represented $481,000 in 

equipment for which funds were to be paid to GE Water and Process Technologies. JA 926. 

Specifically, the cost structure of the transaction (excluding the $11,000 commission paid to 

Comvest") was broken down as follows: 

$130,000 to Strand and Associates for design work, JA 926,930. 

$448,600 for "contractor install" JA 926 

$481,000 to GE Water Process Tech for equipment, JA 926, 929, 786-788. 

Specifically, both the opinion of probable cost (JA 786-788) and the Tax Exempt Lease 

Application (JA 926) establish that $481,000 of the lease proceeds were payable to GE Water 

Process Tech for "Membrane Treatment Equipment." Thus, the remaining balance of $578,600 

represented design and installation costs. Logically, designs and installation costs are incapable 

ofbeing leased in the same fashion as equipment. 

Under the express terms of the Non-Escrow Lease, the Lessor owes no duty to install 

Equipment. Section 9.2 of the Non-Escrow Lease - "Installation and Maintenance of 
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Equipment" states that Lessor shall have no obligation to install, erect, test, inspect, service, 

or maintain the Equipment under any circumstances, but such actions shall be the 

obligation of the Lessee or the Vendor. JA 900 (emphasis supplied). 

The City received a reimbursement for half of the equipment costs as sought in a 

Payment Request Form dated September 11, 2009, JA 1169; Layman Deposition. JA 885-886. 

However, instead of reimbursing only the $262,210 requested, Comvest paid the City $535,760. 

Id. The City Finance Director confirmed that the excess funds were applied to ongoing costs. JA 

887. Thus, the excess reimbursement Comvest paid to the City was more than the $240,500 

balance on the equipment. 3 Moreover, the City acknowledges that it did, in fact, install the 

Equipment: "[A]pproximately Five Hundred Thousand ($500,000) worth of the project was not 

consummated until 2012." City response Brief at p. 7. Thus, not only did the City receive more 

funds than needed to pay the balance on the Equipment, but the City did, in fact, install the 

Equipment. Given that the Lessor has no duties with respect to installation, the City received the 

"Equipment" under the Non-Escrow Lease. 

G. 	 By Electing A Non-Escrow Transaction And Permitting Comvest To Take 
Possession Of The City's Funds, The City Received Precisely What It Allowed, And 
The City Should Not Be Relieved Of Its Payment Obligations To Blue Ridge. 

The performance the City bargained for was a non-escrow lease where unprotected funds 

were provided directly to Comvest to be disbursed at the City's direction. The result that the 

City seeks and that the Circuit Court provided is actually the result that would have come from 

election of an escrow transaction. For example, had this transaction been designated as an 

escrow transaction and the funds placed with an escrow agent that later embezzled the funds, the 

City would have been insulated from any such loss. Yet, the Circuit Court's Summary Judgment 

3 $273,550 is the amount the City received from Comvest in excess of the $262,210 requested. 
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Order produces that same result notwithstanding the City's knowing election to allow funds to be 

placed with Comvest without the protection ofan escrow agreement. 

The City attempts to cast the risk of loss on to Blue Ridge for permitting funds to go to 

Comvest. Specifically, the response brief states "Blue Ridge trusted Comvest with over a 

million dollars and it alone was in a position to protect itself." Response Brief, p. 33. This is 

completely incorrect. 

The City selected a non-escrow transaction. The Assignment (JA 937-941), under which 

Blue Ridge agrees it took the assignment of the right to payment as specifically referenced in 

Section 5.2 of the Non-Escrow Lease (JA 896), expressly required Blue Ridge to pay the 

purchase price of $1,070,600 to Comvest. JA pp. 938 (~2(b), 941. Blue Ridge was brought in to 

finance the transaction as presented. It was not the prerogative of Blue Ridge to renegotiate the 

terms of the Non-Escrow Lease or to try to convince the City to re-think its decision to elect a 

non-escrow transaction. 

The Legislature specifically places risk of loss on the shoulders of a municipality: ''the 

risk ofloss of the equipment or material shall be borne by the municipality." W. Va. Code § 8

12-11. The Circuit Court's ruling that risk of loss was irrelevant was directly tied to the Circuit 

Court's erroneous ruling that Blue Ridge became the Lessor by Assignment. As set forth above 

and in Blue Ridge's original Brief, the substantial and undisputed extrinsic evidence contradicts 

any notion that Blue Ridge became the Lessor or was otherwise treated as the Lessor. Reversal 

of that error likewise warrants review of the City's obligation to bear responsibility for the 

decision it alone made to allow unprotected funds to be provided to Comvest. 

There is no dispute that Blue Ridge fully performed its obligation to pay the purchase 

price as set forth in the Assignment. Assignment JA 937-941. Both the City Manager and City 
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Finance Director testified that there was nothing further Blue Ridge was obligated to do under 

the Non-Escrow Lease. Layman Deposition, JA 883-884, 888; Rogers Deposition, JA 949. Blue 

Ridge perfonned exactly as required and provided the lease funds directly to Comvest. If the 

City did not want Blue Ridge to provide the funds directly to Comvest, it could have easily 

elected an escrow transaction. There is no blame here to be placed upon Blue Ridge. 

As conceded by the City "[H]ell or high water provisions ... are generally enforceable." 

Response Brief at p. 28 (citing Wells Fargo Bank Minn. NA. v. Nassau Broad. Partners, L.P., 

2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17191 (S.D.N.Y. 2002)). The Summary Judgment Order states, "Blue 

Ridge Failed to provide peaceable possession of "Train #5" equipment as required by the Master 

Lease Purchase Agreement. To enforce a hell or high water provision where there has been a 

failure to perfonn resulting in a material breach to the contract would be against public policy." 

JA 1271, lIc. As addressed above and in Blue Ridge's original Brief, Blue Ridge did not take on 

a delegation of lessor obligations. Such a delegation is not only belied by the delegation doctrine 

and the statute of frauds, but is wholly contradicted by the City's own conduct. Moreover, the 

City did receive the Equipment under the Non-Escrow Lease. Accordingly, the Circuit Court 

erred as a matter of law in refusing to enforce the hell or high water clause on account of (i) a 

claim that Blue Ridge owed the City an obligation to provide equipment, and (ii) a claim that the 

City did not receive such equipment when in fact, that equipment was paid for, delivered, and 

installed. 

H. The City Makes No Argument On Reversal Of The Nunc Pro Tunc Order. 

Blue Ridge maintains that it was error for the Circuit Court to require a filing receipt or a 

confinnation e-mail notice as a precondition to obtain relief under Trial Court Rule 15.13. Nunc 

Pro Tunc Order, JA 1387-1388. Indeed, meeting those preconditions would require an effective 
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filing in order to seek relief for an unknown defective filing. The City makes no argument 

regarding Blue Ridge's Appeal of the Nunc Pro Tunc Order. For the reasons set forth herein and 

articulated more fully in Blue Ridge's original Brief, Blue Ridge seeks reversal of the Nunc Pro 

Tunc Order and entry of an order deeming that the Motion to Alter or Amend was timely filed 

September 2,2016, the date of the attempted filing. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, this Court should reverse the Summary Judgment Order and 

grant summary judgment for Blue Ridge and/or reverse the Nunc Pro Tunc Order. To the extent 

this Court determines to remand this matter for further proceedings based upon reversal of either 

order, or both, Blue Ridge requests that such remand include an instruction that extrinsic 

evidence is relevant to analysis of all assignments oferror and all matters raised in the Motion to 

Alter or Amend, and to further address Blue Ridge's arguments on the delegation doctrine, the 

statute of frauds, agency, and risk of loss, all in a manner that is consistent with the City's own 

admissions, statements and actions regarding Comvest and its continuing role in the Non-Escrow 

Lease. 
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